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It is H

Walk-In: Likely everyone in this room says that want God to
bless their lives. But many have little clue as to what we need to
do in order to be in the place of “bless-ability”. Paul offers good
counsel to Timothy on the kind of life that can experience what we
all would want. Let’s use this as a measuring stick for our lives
this morning. What kind of life does God bless?
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Word. 2 Timothy 2:14-18
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Paul’s remedy for those living an ignoble life is three-fold:
•

he must C

himself (vs. 21)
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“Those who oppose him he must gently instruct.”
2 Timothy 2:23-26

We understand the P
of other words.
“Correctly handles the word of truth”
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“...Making a straight path”

Two choices: You are either an A
or an A
believer.
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Wrap-up: Is God blessing your life these days? He is if you are
purposing to be obedient to the truths here revealed in His Word.
Present yourself to Him as a vessel for His use to touch the world
around you with His love and His truth.

“...God’s solid foundation stands firm ...”
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It understands a C

“...escape from the trap of the devil, who has taken them captive
to do his will.”

2. God blesses the life that has its C
in Him. 2 Timothy 4:19
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“...repentance leading them to a knowledge of the truth.”
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